GOOD PRACTICES AND TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS
The GMPV-FFB
The technical expertise dedicated to photovoltaic in the building industry
Our missions

- A technical contact for installers and the French Building Federation network
- Defending them with actors who influence the sector (insurance, qualification organizations, public authorities...)
- Documentation for the sector
- Accompanying the building-related PV sector by several works
The French context
Historique

• 2002: feed-in tariff

• 2006: BIPV bonus 15 c€/kWh, for a FiT of 55c€/kWh
  • The panels replace the sealing plan and assure a technical or architectural function

• 2009: highest FiT 60,176c€/kWh
  • Lots of requests!
As far as building is concerned

- Loi Spinetta (1978)
  - Insurance obligation for building companies

- « Current technique »
  - Innovative products tested and studied by experts
  - A try of acceleration with « Innovation pass »...
New bases

• End of « Innovation pass »

• Hardening conditions for access to insurance

• Qualification obligation to access to FiT

• End of FiT bonus for BIPV
Pour résumer
Good Practices

Insured and qualified installers

Rules of art respected

Technical evaluations of products

Provide a maintenance contract
Contacts

Président du GMPV-FFB
Franc Raffalli
7-9 rue La Pérouse
75784 Paris Cedex 16
fraffalli@sysenr.com

Secrétaire Général du GMPV-FFB
Nicolas Randria
7-9 rue La Pérouse 75784 Paris Cedex 16
01 40 69 52 24
randrian@gmpv.ffbatiment.fr